
number of comprehensive development programs, especially economy in the Russian Civil War (1918-1921).
The RosBalt news service reported on March 21 that Rus-space programs, as well as great transportation projects. This

is what the state leadership should concentrate upon.” sian Deputy Minister of Natural Resources Valeri Rosh-
chupkin has also spoken out about a possible revival of theORT host Mikhail Leontyev suggested that the project—

dropped during Mikhail Gorbachov’s perestroika—of using Siberian water scheme. Roshchupkin referred to the interest
expressed by officials from several drought-stricken Centralwater from Siberian rivers to irrigate deserts in Central Asia,

could be revived and become the basis for Russia’s productive Asian countries, in resurrecting the scheme to route water
from the Ob and Irtysh Rivers southward into Central Asia.cooperation with the republics of Central Asia. He quoted

leading officials from Uzbekistan, who have proposed to re- Roshchupkin also pointed to the potential benefits for flood
control, while noting that the project would require thoroughvive the project. Leontyev denounced the claim that such an

intervention into nature would cause the Siberian rivers to silt environmental impact studies and huge investment.
Addressing last December’s International Symposiumup, when actually only 6% of the water flow would be di-

verted. Russia would benefit from flood control, avoiding dedicated to the memory of Pobisk Kuznetsov, Lyndon
LaRouche discussed the development of Central and Northcatastrophes like the terrible floods that recently destroyed

two towns on the Lena and Yenisey Rivers. Asia as “ the greatest transformation of the biosphere, in the
history of humanity.” That speech, which was published inLeontyev recalled that the “ river-turning” project was

originally proposed not by politicians, but by Russian scien- EIR of Dec. 28, 2001, is now on the Internet in Russian,
at www.larouchepub.com/russian/lar/index.html. LaRouchetist Yuri Demchenko in 1896. The project was approved in

1902 by the Russian Academy of Sciences, but was not imple- gives the prescription to defeat the mental disease of geopoli-
tics, whose agents would plunge Eurasia into war.mented, because of World War I and the later collapse of the

Q1 2002 Revenue Drop
Loss From Q1 2001

Rank Airline ($ millions) (percent)‘Recovery’ Looks Like
1 AMR (American and TWA) $575 13%
2 UAL (United) 510 26%
3 Delta 397 19%Crash to Airlines, Too
4 Northwest 171 16.5%
5 Continental 166 18.8%by Anita Gallagher 6 U.S. Airways Group 269 23.7%
8 America West 348 21.6%
— Boeing Co. 1,200

Can the U.S. economy be recovering, when seven of the eight
major U.S. airlines, as well as the leading aircraft maker Boe-
ing Co., posted large losses in the first quarter, when their
“ recovery” was supposed to take hold? Despite large govern- As early as June 2001—well before Sept. 11—six of the

eight major U.S. carriers were losing money, and industryment military aircraft orders, civilian aircraft leases, and bail-
outs, this industry has joined the ranks of the telecom and analysts were predicting a large number of bankruptcy filings.

After Sept. 11, most of the airlines cut their flights and work-“New Economy” fi nancial collapse.
The airline industry’s message about the overall economy force by an average of 20%. This has had no effect on the rate

at which the industry continues to sink financially.is as plain as a contrail, especially when one considers that
the airlines received $5 billion in Federal grants, and $15 On Sept. 17, U.S. statesman and Democratic Presidential

pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche said: “An emergency fi-billion in loan guarantees after Sept. 11, to stay alive. What’s
more, the airlines have been so strapped for cash that all of nancial reorganization of the national airline industry must

occur, preferably in parallel with kindred emergency mea-their “Plan B” strategies to develop businesses other than
flying public commercial jets, have had to be scrapped. Mean- sures by other nations. This means that we must forget the

Wall Street financial capital-gains market, and concentratewhile, the estimated cost of the new security systems Con-
gress has mandated be installed by the end of 2002 has already on long-term flexible budgeting of Federal and other credit-

resources to keep the industry functioning physically. . . .”tripled, to $6 billion.
The top eight U.S. airlines lost $2.4 billion in the first This was not done, with the result that the airlines are now

seeking an industry-wide precedent for union “givebacks” inquarter, 2002 (the “ recovery delusion” quarter), increasing
the collapse-pace of 2001’s record $9 billion loss. Even the prolonged contract negotiations of industry-leading

United Airlines. Negotiations April 25 went down to the wireSouthwest Airlines, the seventh-largest, was down 82% from
a year ago to a mere $21 million profit, on an 11.9% drop in between United and its 30,000 Ramp and Stores, Public Con-

tact, Food Services, and Security Officers represented by therevenue from the first quarter of 2001:
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International Association of Machinists (IAM). United con- $5.9 billion in debt; Japan’s Nippon Telephone and Telegraph
announced 17,000 layoffs.cluded an agreement with its mechanics in February, after a

near-strike. But, that agreement calls for mechanics to vote • U.S. automakers continue to carry out, in stages, the
tens of thousands of layoffs announced last Winter; mean-on “givebacks” that United has said it will demand from all

its unions now that the Ramp workers have settled. “United while their first-quarter sales fell from the year before, and
Ford lost another $800 million. America’s biggest auto partsappears headed straight into a brick wall right now,” an indus-

try analyst told deal.com’s Lou Whiteman on April 9. “ I think maker, Delphi, announced 6,000 more layoffs.
• Bank losses on Argentina’s collapse, reported by Citi-the whole industry is waiting to see what becomes of them

before the others decide how to move forward.” group and six other international banks, rose by 60% to $8.5
billion as of the first quarter of 2002.On March 22, United’s cash crunch forced it to shut its

Avolar fractional-ownership “bizjet” subsidiary. Expansion When falling American home sales and durable-goods
orders for March were announced on April 24, it was worthof this service for pre-paid, pre-screened business travellers,

with lower-paid pilots, had been United’s hoped-for rescue remembering that neither these, nor any other such indicators,
measure the actual ongoing collapse. What is collapsing isfrom the ocean of red ink drowning the airline. But it lacked

the cash even to pursue this “ recovery” fantasy. Other airlines the vast bubble of debt—unpayable, inflated debt instruments
piled on governments, corporations, and consumers; andhave also had to axe their “Plan B’s.”

On April 22, shares of major airlines fell by up to 15%. there is no end in sight without the emergency bankruptcy
reorganization called for by Lyndon LaRouche. There was,The reason: a desperation move by the biggest carriers, to

raise most fares by $20, had fallen apart. America West indeed, no recession, as LaRouche has noted. The world eco-
nomic depression, as of late April, was deepening.(which had avoided bankruptcy by tapping the Federal gov-

ernment’s post-Sept. 11 loan guarantees) had just cut business
fares in March; other carriers retaliated by slashing fares out
of America West’s hub, Phoenix; so all had to rescind the
$20-per-trip increase. This was the third failure of a small

Indiaprice increase to take hold during April. Northwest Airlines
torpedoed American Airlines’ move to raise leisure fares by
$20 per round-trip ticket by refusing to match the increase,
and all carriers but Delta rolled back the increase on April 21.
And Northwest also thwarted Continental Airlines’ similar Unions Send Message
attempt to increase fares.

To Besieged New Delhi
The ‘Tri-Loser-All’ World

The sinking of the insane “ recovery” claims of Fed Chair- by Ramtanu Maitra
man Alan “Greenspin” and Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill,
caused sharp and open fighting at the April Trilateral Com-

The Vajpayee government in India, getting weaker by themission, World Bank, and International Monetary Fund meet-
ings. The United States and Europe traded insults with Japan, day, may encounter serious threats from the country’s leading

trade unions in the coming months. On April 16, nearly 10which all agree continues to collapse. But the delusional “ re-
covery” in America and Europe has been nothing but a steady million employees of state-run companies staged a one-day

strike protesting the central government’s “anti-labor” poli-march of huge corporate bankruptcies, defaults, and losses,
accompanied by increasing unemployment. cies—the very same day that 14 million Italian unionists

staged a general strike throughout that nation. The Indian• Vast media/cable-television losses are reported. AOL-
Time Warner’s mind-boggling $54 billion first-quarter loss strike brought the country to a virtual halt; although it was

peaceful, the participation of public sector units, insurance,leads the pack. But Germany’s Kirchmedia bankruptcy and
that of Britain’s NTL Group set national records for size of and banking, sent a chilling message to Delhi.

The strike call was given by all the major Indian tradecorporate defaults, and are being followed by Britain’s Te-
lewest Communications, Netherlands-based United Pan-Eu- unions, including the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh confedera-

tion run by Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee’s Bharatiyaropean Communications, and others.
• The biggest mobile-phone makers, Nokia and Ericsson, Janata Party (BJP). The massive response not only expresses

general resentment against the BJP-led government’s eco-registered major first-quarter losses and announced layoffs,
in Ericsson’s case reaching 17,000 workers. nomic policies, but also indicates the erosion of its authority.

In recent months, the three-year-old Vajpayee govern-• Telecom sector disasters show absolutely no let-up.
WorldCom, one of the biggest telecom companies; Lucent ment has sharply lost public support, beginning last October

with New Delhi’s quick endorsement of the United States’Technologies; Nortel; and many others are candidates for
bankruptcy. Williams Communication went bankrupt with “war against terrorism.” India, assured by Washington, had
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